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The following white paper is intended to be a technical overview. It is not intended
to be comprehensive nor to be the final design. Noncritical aspects are not covered.
This paper consists of information given for discussion purposes only and does not
represent investment advice of any kind. Further, it does not constitute an offer to
sell shares or securities, nor does it constitute a solicitation to buy such shares or
securities. None of the information found within is intended to influence any
investment decision nor should it be the basis of an investment decision of any kind.
Investment advice for investment in any security, cryptocurrency, token, or any tax
or legal advice should only be given by an investment advisor, and FindShibby is
not an investment advisor. FindShibby encourages readers to seek appropriate and
independent professional advice to inform themselves of the legal requirements
and tax consequences of any investments they make, both within FindShibby and
within the blockchain industry as a whole. Investments should only be done with
the help of an independent financial advisor within the context of the countries of
their citizenship or residence, and their place of business with respect to the
acquisition, holding, or trade-in FindShibby (FINDSHIBBY) or any other tokens.
Please note that this White Paper does not constitute an offer to sell, or the
solicitation of an offer to buy, for any person for whom it may be unlawful to
participate in a token sale. Those for whom it is unlawful to participate should not
participate. Consult with your own lawyer or accountant to determine whether it is
lawful for you to participate in this token sale. This White Paper should in no way be
construed as being intended to create a contract for investment. This White Paper
(version 1.0) may be revised, with the newest edition always appearing on our
website. For each revision cycle, we will provide notes on what has changed and
the justification for the change. Updated versions of the White Paper (as indicated
by consecutive edition numbers) may contain information that may override, clarify,
or contradict previous editions, in which case the latest version should be
considered the most accurate and up to date. Because of this, versions that are
found outside of the FindShibby website may contain out-of-date or inaccurate
information. The most up-to-date version of the white paper can be located online
at findshibby.cash

The attached white paper is meant to describe FindShibby’s current anticipated
plans for developing its business and (FINDSHIBBY) Tokens. Nothing in this
document should be treated or read as a guarantee or promise of how FindShibby’s
business will develop or of the utility or value of FINDSHIBBY; the document
outlines our current plans, which could change at our discretion, and the success of
which will depend on many factors outside our control, including market-based
factors and factors within the cryptocurrency industries, among others. Any
statements about future events are based solely on our analysis of the issues
described in this document, and our analysis may prove to be incorrect. Purchasing
FINDSHIBBY is subject to many potential risks, some of which are described in this
paper, and some of which are provided on findshibby.cash. These documents,
along with additional information about our business and FINDSHIBBY, are available
on our website at findshibby.cash. Purchasers of FINDSHIBBY could lose all or
some of the value of the funds used to purchase FINDSHIBBY.

FindShibby is designed not as a single asset, but as an entire ecosystem of pet
ownership solutions. Cryptocurrencies have the capability to accelerate growth and
adoption in every industry and FindShibby intends to incorporate every aspect to
create a solid business that extends well into the future. With transparency as a
value, the FINDSHIBBY token aims to be a safe, open, and honest investment. While
meme dogs abound in the crypto-verse, FindShibby offers a bespoke pet
ownership ecosystem that provides an app for lost pets, vet finding service, a
partnership with pet food, snack and supplement supplier, and a Fintech
partnership to bring the project full circle. Loving cartoon crypto pets is fun, but for
a project to last utility and profit must exist in equal proportions. FindShibby offers
solutions, adventure, and a Pet lovers’ community that will make Pet Ownership a
profitable and enjoyable experience. Find out more at findshibby.cash.
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Unconditional Love
Increased Safety
Stress Relief
Health Benefits

Increased responsibility
Cost of Food and Healthcare
The Trauma around Losing a Pet
Travel

Owning a pet is a blissful experience. We keep them
as pleasurable companions that offer emotional
benefits. Some hesitate when buying a pet because
some of the downsides negate the joy.

History of pet ownership
Archaeological records suggest that dog ownership
dates to at least 12,000 years ago. Ancient Greeks
and Romans included dogs in art and even
commemorated them on tombstones. 

In the 18th century, aristocrats kept pets as a sign of
elitism in Britain. In the 19th century, the pet care
industry developed into a booming business. People
even began stealing pets for ransom or selling them
to others. 
Some pets are highly valued as trained hunters or
royal guard dogs protecting the palace. Certain
breeds of pets fetch a large price on the market. Cats
were not the most popular pet historically because of
their prideful nature but have also become valued
critters in history. Eventually rabbits, fish, hamsters,
birds, and many other pet forms took hold as
household members.

MANY UNDERSTAND THE PROS OF OWNING A PET

WHAT ABOUT THE CONS OF PET OWNERSHIP?
Although there are a lot of good reasons to own a
pet, some people hesitate because of the cons of pet
ownership:

No matter the pet, owning one is an amazing
experience, but it’s no walk in the park. We’ve all
heard people say, “It takes a village to raise a child.”
Maybe it takes a village to raise a pet as well. The
world has become increasingly pet-friendly, but the
services we enjoy in society do not extend to pets. 

FindShibby intends to change that, and we are
developing a “village” or ecosystem that caters to the
needs of Pet owners and Pet lovers worldwide.

PREFACE
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FindShibby (FINDSHIBBY) is a utility token and
application for pet owners worldwide. FindShibby
partners with Shibby Snacks, a real-world pet food,
snacks, and nutritional supplement brand designed
with the pet’s best interest in mind. The Shibby
Snacks manufacturing plant is already under
construction and headquartered in Mexico, with plans
to expand worldwide. To protect our pets and the
planet, the manufacturing plant will be built to allow
for 100% renewable-powered manufacturing. Shibby
Snacks and FindShibby work together to form an
entire pet ecosystem and 10% of the profits from
Shibby Snacks are sent to FindShibby with a total of
7% funding the charity and 3% deposited into the burn
contract. This makes Shibby Snacks a large
contributor to the FindShibby charity and a supporter
of the FINDSHIBBY token. Starting in quarter 3,
Shibby Snacks has plans to move into worldwide
exports and FindShibby will be spreading to pet
owners across the globe.

Unlike other dog tokens which lack utility and
function, FindShibby offers their community an actual
product and utility. Shibby Snacks has a user-friendly
app that offers local delivery service and soon
worldwide shipping of all Shibby products. To tie it all
in with the FindShibby ecosystem, Shibby Snacks
buyers receive rewards in FINDSHIBBY. Aside from
healthy pets, the core value of the FindShibby
ecosystem is transparency. The developers have
taken every effort to audit, expose, and open every
aspect of their project so users and investors can feel
safe. With 4 audits and an open and transparent
project, users do not need to blindly trust the
developers but can verify validity for themselves.

FINDSHIBBY APP
Have you ever desperately placed flyers around the
neighborhood searching for a lost pet? Or maybe you
went on a local community chat in hopes somebody
saw fluffy wandering down the road? You may have
even posted rewards for information to help find your
missing loved ones. 

The FindShibby app will soon be the new standard
for finding lost pets. The app will originally launch in
Mexico locally in Guadalajara in quarter 4 of 2021.
Many don’t know that Guadalajara is the Silicon
Valley of Mexico. 

FindShibby app users will receive rewards in
FINDSHIBBY tokens. Activities that earn rewards may
include finding lost pets, cleaning up pet waste, pet
sitting, and a variety of other pet-friendly projects.
The app prototype is already under development and
will be released soon. In addition to real-world
applications, the app contains several augmented
reality (AR) elements that make the user experience
unique and engaging. 

WHAT IS 
FINDSHIBBY?

HELP PET
OWNERS

FIND LOST
PETS AND

EARN
REWARDS

ADD GAMING
AND AR

ELEMENTS TO
CREATE

UNIQUE UX
EXPERIENCE

FOCUSED
USER
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Donate

PET OWNERS
Pet owners who use the FindShibby app will have
access to the ability to list a lost pet in a live map with
global positioning system (GPS) information, pet
photos, and general information to help identify and
locate lost pets quickly. In-app purchasing is
available for listing a lost pet and the ability to
increase the bounty for lost pets helps pet owners
reunite with wandering loved ones quickly and
efficiently. In addition to the pet finder service users
have several options to care for their precious pets:

PET FINDERS
Pet finders will interact with the virtual map which is
based on google maps, including live and real-time
notifications. Pet finders will have access to post
pictures, video, audio, and the ability to interact with
other finders and owners. Pet finders will be able to
create their own interactive and unique pet finder
avatar that is funny and creative. In addition, Pet
finders will be incentivized to create clans or groups
to search for lost pets as a team and share in bonus
points known as Shibbies. Users logged in as pet
finders receive notifications and live maps with listed
lost pets in their area. Once a Pet finder locates a lost
pet, they receive rewards in the form of Shibbies.

DAPP AND DEFI
FindShibby has a partnership with a fintech
decentralized finance (DeFi) project located in
Mexico. Their project focuses on micro-lending loans.
Microlending is the process of granting small loans to
those in financial need. These loans generally fund
entrepreneurs with ambition or those who need cash
to expand a business. Through the partnership,
FindShibby users receive rewards in FINDSHIBBY or
can choose to donate their rewards to the DAO
charity. FindShibby users will be able to access the
App on findshibby.cash and set their preferences for
receiving rewards, providing donations, and even the
option to burn tokens.

EARN BONUS POINTS – SHIBBIES
Users can earn Shibbies in a variety of interactive
ways and Shibbies are directly interchangeable for
the FINDSHIBBY token. 

Register or locate a
veterinary office
Register or locate a
dog shelter

Live rewards counter
API to token link
(rewards in ETH)
Payout gateway bridge
API for token (i.e bank
account/paypal)

User Submissions

Planned Features

Discount

Emergency vets
Shelters
Other pet Services

Pet stores

AR ELEMENT -
RECORD/

PHOTOGRAPH
STREET PET

 

AR ELEMENT -
COLLECT PET

WASTE
 

AR ELEMENT -
FEED STREET

PETS
 

FIND
LOST PETS

SHIBBIES
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Token
Allocation

LIQUIDITY/
PUBLIC SALE

APP 
DEVELOPMENT

(Locked for 2 years)

(TBA)

FINAL
DISTRIBUTION 38% 45%

TRANSACTION FEE
With FINDSHIBBY, each transaction
has a Transaction Fee. Every buy,
sell, or wallet transfer incurs a fee,
and it is distributed accordingly:

ON BUY: 10%
4% marketing
1% charity
1% liquidity
4% Dividends

PROJECT NAME
FindShibby
SYMBOL
FINDSHIBBY
TOTAL SUPPLY
1 billion
INITIAL DISTRIBUTION
800 million

TOKENOMICS
PRIVATE SALE

DEV/
TEAM BONUS

(Locked for 5 years)

(Locked each month,
24x over 2 years)

5%

10%
2%

ON SELL: 18%
7% marketing
2% charity
1% liquidity
8% dividends

ON TRANSFER: 3%
1% charity
1% dividends
1% marketing
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ABLE TO: 
Change amount of %
of project token will
get auto swap into

"Changeable token"
eg. USD-T, etc.

CHANGABLE 
TOKEN

CHANGABLE 
TOKEN

CHANGABLE 
TOKEN

CHANGABLE 
TOKEN

Changeable dividend
token from users

SMART CONTRACT TOKEN

SMART CONTRACT TOKEN

ABLE TO: 
Change amount of %
of project token will
get auto swap into

"Changeable token"
eg. USD-T, etc.

APP Smart
 contract

Marketing
 Wallet

Team Wallet

Receive 10%
FindShibby 

and 90% USD-T

Receive 90%
FindShibby 

and 10% USD-T

Receive 100%
FindShibby 

Burn Smart
Contract

PROJECT TAX
(MARKETING, TEAM, 

APP ETC.)

PROJECT TAX
(MARKETING, TEAM, 

APP ETC.)

IG TAX

IQ TAX CHARITY TAX

FUTURE PLAN:
SMART CONTRACT

PROJECT

FUTURE PLAN:
SMART CONTRACT

PROJECT

APP Smart contract

Receive 50%
FindShibby and

50% USD-T

Burn a little 
% auto

DAO, decentralized,
autonomous organization
and charity. Community

votes and DAO auto
donate to projects

Changeable dividend
token from users. Users

can claim any token they
want via dAPP.

 Sexy and simple.

Marketing Wallet

Team Wallet

Burn Wallet

DIVIDEND TAX CHARITY TAX

DIVIDEND TAX

TWO SMART CONTRACT LAYERS
The first Layer smart contract is
the normal smart contract for the
FINDSHIBBY token. Multisignature
(multisig) wallets are used to
distribute funds to the marketing
and charity wallets. Standard
crypto wallets only require one
private key to initiate a transaction.
Multisig wallets require more than
one key to authorize a transaction
which divides responsibility for the
possession of funds. Multiple
signatures are needed to re-
distribute funds which provides an
added layer of security and
distributes the responsibility. 

The second layer smart contract is
built on top of the first layer. Smart
contracts can interact with each
other providing more functionality.
The second layer smart contract
provides FindShibby with an auto
swap changeable token. In the
second layer, instead of wallets,
another smart contract is used.
This provides the token with more
abilities without the need for
intervention. For example, even
though there is not a burn
mechanism in the first layer smart
contract, the second layer smart
contract has the ability to burn
tokens and provide a deflationary
supply. The second layer smart
contract provides several
changeable features so
distribution can occur in a variety
of ways with the result of a token
that can adapt to what is best for
FindShibby and its users.
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Born out of experience and understanding, FindShibby
has a solid roadmap that extends well into the future.
This project is not a mere token, but an entire
ecosystem built around an actual business. Our plans
do not include simply acquiring more users. Shibby
Snacks and the FindShibby app intends to roll out
world-wide in a short period of time. In the near future,
our goal is to have FindShibby be the first thought that
comes to mind for all pet ownership needs.

DIVIDENDS AND REWARD DISTRIBUTION
A portion of the transaction fee is meant to reward
and incentivize those that choose to invest in
FINDSHIBBY. Dividends are distributed on an
individual basis. Dividend recipients and FindShibby
App users all receive rewards that are changeable on
the dApp. Dividends and Shibbies can be exchanged
simply and efficiently for several currencies or
tokens.Every FindShibby user can choose their
rewards in the dApp and decide how to be paid.
Users can choose from USDT, FINDSHIBBY, BNB and
more. Providing rewards in the form of Dividends and
Shibbies encourages long term use of the app and an
engaged community. FindShibby is here for the long
term which means a happy community is crucial to
the health of the project. This is why FindShibby built
a flexible token that provides several options through
multiple smart contracts.

FINDSHIBBY APP DEVELOPMENT
The app development fund is locked with 10% of the
supply locked on 24 different smart contracts. These
smart contracts have a time lock that will release at
set time periods over a length of 2 years. 

DAO CHARITY
The FindShibby decentralized autonomous
organization (DAO) is 100% community-driven. The
community will have full control of how the charity
funds are spent. Each proposal will be decided
democratically by the community. FindShibby holds
true to the crypto mantra of a trustless system and
believes in transparency and honesty. The DAO is
funded with the tax on transaction fees. Users who
trade regularly fund the Charity with fees. With the
FindShibby DAO charity users do not need to trust
the developers to donate, but rather the community
will have the power to control the protocol. 

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
The FindShibby token will be launching on the
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and Ethereum to offer
cross-chain interoperability for our users. BSC offers
an extremely large user base because of its EVM
compatibility. Ethereum is a decentralized, open-
source blockchain featuring smart contract
functionality. ETH is the native cryptocurrency of the
platform. It is the second-largest cryptocurrency by
market capitalization, after Bitcoin. Ethereum is the
most actively used blockchain so FindShibby will
launch on Ethereum as well as Binance to offer
accessibility to users on both chains. Multiple wallets
including Metamask and Trustwallet will be
accessible to FindShibby users. Low fees and a user-
friendly experience make BSC an excellent
alternative to those that do not wish to interact with
Ethereum.

TOKEN LAUNCH PLANS
On September 21, FINDSHIBBY will launch, and
SHIBBY holders that are migrating from
shibby.finance have the opportunity to transfer old
contract tokens to FINDSHIBBY contract tokens
before the presale. This will account for about 4% of
the total supply. The presale will be small with 90% of
the liquidity locked to ensure there will always be
enough funds to trade and ensure a healthy trading
ecosystem for FINDSHIBBY.

AUTOMATIC LP
Each transaction fee contributes toward
automatically generating further liquidity on
PancakeSwap and Uniswap. This benefits those that
choose to hold FINDSHIBBY long-term. Every buy
and sell contributes 1% to liquidity. 

AUDIT
FINDSHIBBY will undergo several audits to ensure
the accuracy of our contract and provide
transparency for our investors. Smart contracts are
not safe by nature and are subject to bugs and flaws
as is any program. The first audit FINDHIBBY will
contract with is Snipe Finance, in addition to providing
audits they offer assistance with locking liquidity and
development. 

TechRate is an analytical and engineering agency
focused on blockchain technology solutions and
audits. Their security audit platform evaluates smart
contracts for vulnerabilities and certifies their
behavior with respect to a custom function
specification. FINDSHIBBY will complete a TechRate
Audit to show the community that we take security
seriously. Solidity Finance and Enebula provide even
more auditing ability with testing, server
management, cyber forensics, and more. Most
companies are satisfied with securing 1 audit, not
FindShibby.

FUTURE
FINDSHIBBY
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2023

Nicholas studied ship engineering at the
University of Rostock in Germany. Following his
studies, he spent ten years at sea as a ship
mechanic and engineer, while also cultivating
new skills in development and technology.
Nicholas eventually went on to begin a
successful pet food supply company in
Querétaro Mexico. Nicholas combined his
extensive experience in business management
with his development abilities to create and
develop FindShibby and Shibby Snacks. 

Q2

ROADMAP

DEVELOPMENT
TEAM

Q4

Q1

Q4

TOKEN LAUNCH
DAPP CLAIM SYSTEM ONLINE
CRYPTO APP WITH LIVE STATS
SHIBBY SNACKS – MEXICO
SMART CONTRACT FOR
PROJECT TAX
DAO FULLY FUNCTIONAL

FINDSHIBBY APP
BETA TEST – MEXICO

SHIBBY SNACKS – USA
AND CANADA
FINTECH DEFI PROJECT
ANNOUNCE FIRST

       BETA TEST – MEXICO

SHIBBY SNACKS – UK,
GERMANY
FINDSHIBBY APP BETA
TEST LAUNCH – 

       SINGAPORE, GERMANY

FINDSHIBBY APP BETA TEST 
       AND LAUNCH – AUSTRALIA

REAL-WORLD UTILITY
EXPANDS
ADVANCED SMART
CONTRACT
IMPLEMENTATION

Q3

NICHOLAS WEY
FOUNDER / CEO

JOIN FINDSHIBBY

MERO
COO
Mero studied business administration at the
University of Cologne, Germany. His focus on
studies was Marketing and Business Psychology.
At the age of 18, he started his first own internet
projects and learned early how to start a business
and manage it. In his past, he worked successfully
as a consultant, marketer, project manager, and
business developer for several companies. For
him, crypto is an exciting new business to work on
and he's happy to help FindShibby to grow and
use its potential.
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